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Abstract: Internet access is the course toward interfacing with 
the web using PCs, laptops and mobiles by customers and how 
internet works as reliable source to transact funds from one 
account to another or e-transaction on online purchase through 
EFTPOS. It depends upon internet speed and based on that how 
consumers trust online transaction while purchase called 
reliability on internet connectivity. Plastic money is a medium of 
cashless transaction where credit, debit, gift and, smart (EMV) 
cards etc. are considered to use in every day’s life to small scale 

businesses. Plastic money is used in purchasing any trading items 
instead of using paper currency which is not always available in 
any situation of one’s life. India is struggling with its 
acceptability only by showing 33.45% enhancement according to 
2016-2017 data-bases. As of June 2018, there were 3.93 crore 
master cards and 94.4 crore Visa cards being used in India, 
which joins individual and corporate cards. The estimation of 
master and visa card trades in the extended length of June 2018 
reached more ₹46,629 crore, almost increasing from a year 

earlier. Platinum card trades in the period went up by 33 percent 
to ₹3, 15,627 crores. This project proposal is to address the 

reason behind such diminished acceptability in India or its 
relatively high increment in comparison to the previous years’ 

database. The project also aims the effect of the industrialization 
of information technology (IT) on plastic money users in India.  

 
Keywords: Digitalization, Euro-pay Master Visa, Electronic 

Fund Transfer, Point of Sale, Technology Acceptance Model 
(TAM). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Non-money method of instalment for cell phones has 
ascended to around 70% of generally speaking deals 
contrasted and 20-30% a few years back, which has so far 
protected handset deals from the money crunch, that is 
influenced a few states, instead of the exceptional effect 
during demonetization. Retailers and industry administrators 
said buys through Master card check card, e-wallets that 
offer money backs and zero cost equivalents regularly 
scheduled payments given by fund organizations,  
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have risen significantly. A large portion of the money deals 
are presently observed predominantly in the rustic or semi-
urban regions, they clarified. The plastic cash commonly 
acknowledge or check card for an attractive strip, numerous 
individuals convey in their wallets or handbags is the 
aftereffect of complex financial procedure. Holders of a 
substantial card have the approval to buy merchandise and 
ventures up to a foreordained sum, called a credit limit. 
Specifically these are required to show up on a Visa are 
name of the client, 16 digit card number, legitimacy date, 
the name of the issuing bank, signature board, attractive 
strip and individual ID number. Plastic cash is an option in 
contrast towards money or the standard 'cash'. Plastic cash is 
alluding to the Master cards or the charge cards that we use 
to make buys .Various different kinds of plastic cards given 
by Indian banks and worldwide like debit cards, credit cards, 
Smart cards. The present investigation shows an outline of 
the utilization of the plastic cards use patterns since these 
have been presented in Indian financial part and factors 
behind the use of Plastic Money and furthermore the 
customer conduct. 

 

Fig: General structure of e-payment system in plastic 
money: 
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II. INDIAN BANKING HISTORY 

The main India bank in India, however preservationist, was 
built up in the year of 1786. From 1786 till today, the 
voyage of the Indian Banking System can be isolated in 
three unmistakable stages. They are as referenced in below 

 The General Bank of India was set up in the year 
1786. Later came, Bank of Hindustan and Bengal 
Bank. The East India Company created Bank of 
Bengal (1809), Bank of Bombay (1840) and Bank 
of Madras (1843) as free units and called it 
Presidency Banks.  
 

 Stage II Government made imperative strolls in this 
Indian Banking Sector Reform after self-rule. In 
1955, it nationalized Imperial Bank of India with 
wide cash related working environments on an 
enormous scale, particularly in the country and 
semi-urban locales. It formed State Bank of India 
to go about as the significant ace of RBI and to 
oversee banking exchanges of the Union and State 
Governments any place all through the nation. 
Seven banks shaping fortification of State Bank of 
India was nationalized in 1960 on nineteenth July 
1969, a fundamental methodology of 
nationalization was done. It was the exertion of the 
then Prime Minister of India, Mrs. Indira Gandhi. 
14 basic business banks in the nation were 
nationalized.  

 This stage has shown considerably more things and 
work environments in the financial part of its 
movements measure. In 1991, under the 
chairmanship of M. Narsimham, a main gathering 
of trustees was set up by his name which worked 
for the progress of banking rehearses. The nation is 
overflowed with remote banks and their ATM 
stations. Attempts are being put to give a 
satisfactory association to clients. Telephone 
banking and net banking is shown. 

III. PSYCHOLOGICAL POINT OF VIEW 

Sooner or later amidst seasonal shopping, the vast majority 
of us will plunge into our wallets, assume out a praise or 
platinum card and make a buy. Commonly, we leave the 
shopping centre or put down our tablets and telephones 
having spent more cash than we planned. We're moving into 
a reality where we hold less money and are progressively 
open to utilizing cards and electronic instalment techniques. 
Before plunging into the potential impacts this could have, 
I'd like to point to an axiom by famous speculator Julius 
Weintraub: "The person who designed betting was splendid, 
yet the person who created the chip was a virtuoso". The 
chip changes the type of your money, physically as well as 
allegorically, as well. It can make you legitimize going for 
broke. It can make a reason so the $25 that was in your 
pocket is just a green chip on the blackjack table. The 

money related worth is the equivalent; however your psyche 
is increasingly happy with isolating a poker chip from a bill 
in your pocket. The innovative advances that have 
quickened the utilization of credit and platinum cards and 
other instalment alternatives can act likewise. From 2006 to 
2014, instalment volume for Visa has expanded from $2.13 
billion to $4.76 billion. Other significant Master card 
organizations have demonstrated comparative increments. 
While this could conceivably prompt conveying higher 
Master card balances, it in all probability prompts less cash 
in the financial balance for the purchaser. As I would like to 
think, we're probably going to spend more cash on these 
cashless instalment choices. We haul out our cards or 
telephones and make buys without deliberately pondering 
the downstream effect as much as we would have in the 
event that we'd paid in real money. We don't physically 
hand the cash over. Indeed, we may hand a charge card 
over, however that is a similar movement whether we're 
purchasing a pack of gum or a precious stone ring. The 
ascent of versatile instalments makes even less grating for 
buys since purchasers don't need to sign anything. Another 
thought is the limitation that money makes: If you need 
more money to purchase something, you can't make the buy. 
Consequently, individuals who use cards and versatile 
instalments might build their buy recurrence just as the 
estimation of their buys. The simplicity of electronic 
acquiring resembles living in a shopper world with poker 
chips. Twenty years prior, we would settle on knowledge 
awareness choices to purchase collections or motion 
pictures. Presently, at the snap of a catch — or even a 
unique mark — we'll purchase a motion picture from iTunes 
or another contraption from Amazon. Maybe we're tossing a 
green chip toward the house at a gambling club. Okay be 
spending a similar measure of cash yearly in the event that 
you needed to pay for everything in real money? We're 
living in an electronic age. As it winds up simpler and 
simpler to make buys, we should be cautious and remain 
completely mindful of what we're burning through cash on. 
Individuals who can all the more likely control their ways of 
managing money paying little mind to the instalment 
strategy will have a more clear way to budgetary 
opportunity. All things considered, how frequently do we 
quit wagering in the gambling club with just a couple of 
chips left in our pocket?  

Accumulations of information from sources:  
The motivation behind offer Point of Sale (PoS) machines 
extended 3160000 (appx) in April 2018, up 21% from 
2010000 (appx) in April a year prior, according to data 
dispersed by Reserve Bank of India (RBI). Note that the 
RBI data just shows machine bits of knowledge from banks 
and excludes the number of devices from outcast players 
like MSWIPE, EZETAP, ITZCASH, OXYGEN etc.  
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 The climb in the number of Point of Sale (PoS) 
machines was a direct result of a concentrated 
effort by the organization to improve the number of 
terminals, following the demonetization of INR 
1000 and INR 500 notes. During the 2017-18 
spending plans, account serves Arun Jaitley 
(Finance Minister) underlined the target of setting 
up 1 million PoS terminals in the country. In any 
case, there is up 'til now a centralization of PoS 
from the top banks in the country. State Bank of 
India, Axis Bank, Ratnakar Bank, HDFC Bank, and 
ICICI Bank continued having the most 
dumbfounding number of PoS terminals, speaking 
to basically 72% of all terminals in the country. 
Likewise, SBI has 613,877 (appx) machines, which 
is the most critical among the best five banks.  

 The impact of demonetization could be seen 
between November 2016 and March 2017. In this 
period more than 1 million PoS machines were 
presented. To the extent net expands, the number of 
PoS machines created by 25,784 (appx) in April 
2018. In the prior month (March 2018), the number 
of PoS machines had extended by 57,717 (appx). 

Ongoing patterns in slanting in utilizing plastic cash:  

Ongoing government's cash boycott has given the 
individuals the push they required towards the 
acknowledgment of his 'computerized dream'. From its 
vibes, his demonetization move may slaughter three flying 
creatures with one stone dark cash, political adversaries and, 
inconspicuously, hard money exchanges. Just around 5 
percent of business exchanges in India are computerized, 
and subsequently, just those have a recognizable history. In 
his ongoing discourse, he encouraged the individuals to 
make the move towards the cashless future as it is the main 
route exchanges of any sort can be followed and checked, in 
this manner limiting a parallel economy.  

The administration acknowledges, in any case, that the best 
way to urge individuals towards such a change is by making 
it simpler and, all the more critically, alluring. They are in 
this way attempting to give impetuses to the buyer and 
trader alike so they eagerly make the required move towards 
plastic cash. The Confederation of All India Traders (CAIT) 
and the National Democratic Alliance Department have 
submitted updates that intricate the motivations they wish to 
give.  

Advantages for the shopper: 

 Banks more often than not charge INR 0.75 to 1 
percent of instalment on check cards and up to 2 
percent on Visas as an accommodation expense. To 
empower expanded electronic instalments, CAIT 
plans to encourage banks to stop these charges and 
rather offer cashback rewards for such instalments. 

Along these lines, individuals will be additionally 
eager to utilize digitals stages all the more every 
now and again.  

 Portable banking to take up INR 1.50 per exchange 
as Unstructured Supplementary Service Data 
(USSD) charge which can be decreased by telecom 
organizations. The reminder additionally hopes to 
expand as far as possible on Visas, permitting 
customers more prominent adaptability to utilize 
credits for more exchanges.  

 Buyers can likewise get tax cuts as annual 
assessment discounts relying upon the bit of their 
consumption that is made through computerized 
implies. This implies more the utilization of plastic 
cash, more will be the personal expense forms – an 
offer that is difficult to overlook.  

IV. ADVANTAGES FOR THE DEALER 

Dealers also will get tax cuts for tolerating electronic 
instalments. In the event that the electronic exchange made 
by a trader is in excess of 50 percent of the complete 
exchange, he/she will get expense forms. This is given they 
make around 1-2 percent decrease in worth included 
assessment for every electronic exchange. This, the 
legislature accepts, will guarantee a reasonable exchange 
between a dealer and a buyer with the goal that both are 
similarly profited.  

 Rather than decreases, the reminder needs to force 
a little ATM-utilization assessment to debilitate 
individuals from pulling back an excessive amount 
of money. This will, obviously, be adjusted by 
decreases in electronic exchange costs as 
referenced previously. It likewise needs to make 
required, the utilization of advanced instalments for 
exchanges surpassing 1 lakh, to further check the 
progression of dark cash.  

 The notice, more or less, focuses on the burdens of 
electronic instalments and means to ease or dispose 
of them at every possible opportunity. The 
arrangement still exists, starting at now, just on 
paper. This move, similar to another other, has a 
potential for burdens however they will be eclipsed 
by those that are currently being perceived cash 
boycott. At the end of the day, the demonetization 
may have padded the fall of 'Advanced India' 
making its presentation that a lot simpler. 

V. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

In this paper I am taking 160 respondents, who are using 
plastic money (Especially in debit and credit card sections). 
For that I was taking completely primary data and through 
that primary data analysed the survey report. Based on the 
survey report I have concluded my research.  

https://www.openaccess.nl/en/open-publications
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In this pie report showing the percentage of population 
according to their age , gender, income and occupation 
using plastic money based on wireless transactions in 
their daily life. 

Chi-Square Test for Association: GENDER, Wireless 
transaction  
 
Rows: GENDER   Columns: Wireless transaction 
 
                          Strongly 
          Agree  Neutral     Agree  All 
 
Female       67       36        17  120 
          67.92    36.98     15.09 
 
Male         23       13         3   39 
          22.08    12.02      4.91 
 
All          90       49        20  159 
 
Cell Contents:      Count 
                    Expected count 
 
Pearson Chi-Square = 1.138, DF = 2, P-Value = 0.566 
Likelihood Ratio Chi-Square = 1.247, DF = 2, P-Value = 
0.536 

 

 

This distribution plot showing the density of using plastic 
money. In this research methodology, the sample size of 160 
respondents data survey did randomly who are completed 18 
years and above and using plastic money (debit, credit, 
smart and EMV cards) for their day to day life. After done 
the statistical analysis of that 160 respondents getting chi 
square value= 1.138, DF= 2 and P-value= 0.566. Whereas 
Likelihood ratio chi-square= 1.247, DF=2 and P-
value=0.536, which is significant with this data analysis.  

VI. RESULT ANALYSIS 

Gender wise we can say the age between 18 – 50 years 
people are mostly trusted and using plastic money and they 
are trusted on the network connectivity. This data is based 
on primary data, so there is no particular algorithm. The 
statistical analysis mostly done based on primary data and in 
this survey I was using random sampling method. 

Hypothesis: 

H1: There is a significant relationship between age and 
wireless transaction. 

H2: There is a significant relationship between income and 
wireless transaction. 

H3: There is a significant relationship between gender and 
wireless transaction. 

H4: There is a significant relationship between occupation 
and wireless transaction. 

Data Survey Questionnaire: 

1. Wireless transaction is more user-friendly because 
of hassle-free EMV microchip Cards for multi-
functional in India as well as in abroad with 
transaction accountability and security? 

2. Uses of Plastic money through Internet and at 
marketplace for transactions like shopping, 
booking tickets & hotels, making recharge, paying 
bills etc. make customers lives easier through 
wireless connectivity? 

Technology Acceptance Model:  

The hypothesis of contemplating activity by Davis (1986), 
built up the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) which 
arrangements all the more explicitly with the forecast of the 
worthiness of a data framework. The motivation behind this 
model is to foresee the agreeableness of a device and to 
distinguish the alterations which must be brought to the 
framework so as to make it satisfactory to clients. This 
model proposes that the worthiness of a data frame is 
controlled by two fundamental elements: saw handiness and 
saw usability.  
 
 

AGE GENDER

OCCUPATION INCOME

Student

0-2

2.1-4

4.1-6

6.1-8

8.1-Above

18-25

26-35

36-50

51- 60

Female

Male

Business

other

Service

Category

Pie Chart of AGE, GENDER, OCCUPATION, INCOME
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Seen value is characterized just like how much an individual 
accepts that the utilization of a framework will improve his 
exhibition. Seen usability alludes to how much an individual 
accepts that the utilization of a framework will be easy. A 
few factorial examinations showed that apparent handiness 
and saw convenience can be considered as two distinct 
measurements (Hauser.et.al (1980), Larcker.et.al (1980), 
Swanson (1987).  
As exhibited in the hypothesis of Reasoned Action, the 
Technology Acceptance Model hypothesizes that the 
utilization of a data frame is dictated by the social goal, yet 
then again, that the conduct goal is controlled by the 
individual's disposition towards the utilization of the 
framework and furthermore by his impression of its utility. 
As indicated by Davis, the frame of mind of an individual 
isn't the main factor that decides his utilization of a 
framework but on the other hand, depends on the effect 
which it might have on his exhibition. Along these lines, 
regardless of whether a representative doesn't respect a data 
framework, the likelihood that he will utilize it is high on 
the off chance that he sees that the framework will improve 
his presentation at work. Additionally, the Technology 
Acceptance Model theorizes an immediate connection 
between saw values and saw convenience. With two 
frameworks offering similar highlights, a client will 
discover increasingly valuable the one that he discovers 
simpler to utilize (Dillon and Morris, in 1996).  

 

Fig: Technology Acceptance Model from Davis, 
Bagozzi.et.al (1989) 

As per Davis (1986) saw convenience additionally impacts 
in a noteworthy way the frame of mind of a person through 
two primary components: self-viability and instrumentality. 
Self-viability is an idea created by Bandura (1982) which 
clarifies that the more a framework is anything but difficult 
to utilize, the more prominent ought to be the client's feeling 
of adequacy. Also, a device that is anything but difficult to 
utilize will make the client feel that he has power over what 
he is doing (Lapper in 1985). Adequacy is one of the 
fundamental components hidden natural inspirations 
(Bandura on 1982; Lapper on 1985) and it is the thing that 
outlines here the immediate connection between saw 
convenience and disposition. Seen usability can likewise 
contribute in an instrumental manner in improving an 
individual's presentation. Because of the way that the client 
should convey fewer endeavours with an apparatus that is 
anything but difficult to utilize, he will have the option to 
save endeavours to achieve different tasks. (Davis, 1986). It 

is anyway intriguing to take note of that the examination 
introduced by Davis (1989) to approve his model, shows 
that the connection between the goal to utilize a data 
framework and saw handiness is more grounded than seen 
usability. As per this model, we can, thusly, expect that the 
factor which impacts the most a client is the apparent 
handiness of a device. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Post demonetization there has been an ascent in the 
tendency to utilize credit or check cards, as 37.4 percent 
Indian voyagers pick plastic cash over money for making 
appointments and during movement, a study has said. With 
demonetization, the pattern of cashless exchanges in 
movement will go up, and this will have critical medium to 
long haul positives for online trip specialists, Yatra.com 
COO, (B2C). Winter Survey is finished by Yatra.com every 
year from information taken from the genuine appointments 
done on the entry. Another key perception was that 
individuals want to pick spending settlement over 
extravagance convenience, the study said. More than 38 
percent of individuals settled on cabin choices under 
Rs4000, while just 35 percent picked extravagance 
convenience, it included.  
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